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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we describe a novel two-pass search 
strategy for large vocabulary continuous speech recogni-
tion. The first-pass of this strategy uses a regular 
time-synchronous beam search with rough models to 
generate a word lattice. Then, the second-pass search de-
rives exact results from the word lattice using more accu-
rate models. This search is “time-asynchronous short-
est-first beam search”, which has two novel features: a 
time-asynchronous beam search mechanism using heuris-
tics that are scores on the word lattice nodes and a strict 
pruning scheme using shortest-first hypothesis extension. 
20k-word Japanese broadcast news recognition experi-
ments show that our second-pass search is more accurate 
and more efficient than either N-best rescoring or A* 
search that are conventional second-pass search methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition is very 
expensive computationally. One of the most common 
search strategies for large vocabulary continuous speech 
recognition is the multi-pass search strategy, which em-
ploys more accurate and expensive models in later search 
stages [1]. Multi-pass search strategies can reduce the 
amount of computation without decreasing accuracy. The 
two-pass search is one of the most popular multi-pass 
search strategies. In the two-pass search, the second-pass 
search works on the intermediate form generated by the 
first-pass search. There are various types of two-pass 
search strategies [2,3,4]. We also have explored the 
two-pass search strategy on NTT continuous speech rec-
ognition system VoiceRex [5,6]. 

In this paper, we focus on a two-pass search strategy 
that employs a regular time-synchronous beam search in 
the first-pass and a word lattice as the intermediate form. 
We developed a novel second-pass search that works on 
the word lattice. The search is time-asynchronous short-
est-first beam search which has two novel features: a 
time-asynchronous beam search mechanism using heuris-
tics that are scores on the word lattice nodes and a strict 
pruning scheme using shortest-first hypotheses extension. 

In the following sections, we describe the details of our 
second-pass search method and give the results of a con-
tinuous speech recognition experiment to show the effi-
ciency of our method in comparison with other conven-
tional second-pass search methods. 

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The outline of the two-pass search strategy employed in 
NTT recognition system is shown in Figure 1. In the 
first-pass, a regular time-synchronous beam search using 
rough models such as word bigrams, intra-word triphone 
HMMs, and inter-word monophone HMMs is carried out 
to generate a word lattice. In the second-pass, a more ac-
curate search using models such as word trigrams, and 
intra- and inter-word triphone HMMs is carried out to 
derive exact results from the word lattice. 

There are various second-pass search methods that 
work on a word lattice. Commonly used ones are, for 
example, N-best rescoring [7] and A* search [4]. We will 
describe these conventional methods first to show how 
our time-asynchronous shortest-first beam search differs 
from them. 

3. CONVENTIONAL SECOND-PASS SEARCH 

3. 1. N-best Rescoring 

N-best rescoring extracts the� most-likely hypotheses 
from the word lattice and recalculates their scores using 
more accurate language models. The N-best rescoring 
strategy is easy to implement, but acoustic rescoring using 
more accurate acoustic models is difficult to carry out 
because it explosively increases the processing time. 
Without acoustic rescoring, the recognition results are not 
always accurate enough. Furthermore, because the 
� most-likely hypotheses are often word sequences dif-
fering by only one word, we must set� to be large 
enough to ensure accurate recognition results.  
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Figure 1: Two-pass search strategy in NTT LVCSR. 
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3. 2. A* Search 

Figure 2 shows the A* search procedure in the sec-
ond-pass. In the A* search, the highest-score hypothesis 
on the stack (list of hypotheses sorted by score) is ex-
tended in a right-to-left direction (best-first search). The 
score of the hypothesis� at time� is defined as follows: 
 

�������� ������
���

+=           (1) 
 
where ����

�
is the second-pass search score calculated 

using more accurate language and acoustic models (word 
trigrams, and intra- and inter-word triphone HMMs), and  

��� ��
�

is the estimated score of the unsearched space 
(heuristics). The first-pass scores on the word lattice 
nodes can be used as heuristics. If the heuristics are equal 
to the real scores in the second-pass, an efficient and ac-
curate search is realized, and optimal recognition results 
are obtained. 

However, the models used in the second-pass are usu-
ally more accurate than those of the first-pass, so the 
first-pass scores are not always best for use as heuristics. 
This causes an explosive increase in the number of hy-
potheses (stack size). Consequently, in the A* search, 
sometimes it is difficult to obtain recognition results 
without having to limit the size of the stack. 

4. TIME-ASYNCHRONOUS SHORTEST-FIRST 

SECOND-PASS BEAM SEARCH 

To solve the problems of the conventional second-pass 
search methods described in section 3, we developed a 
time-asynchronous shortest-first beam search. 

4. 1. Basic Algorithm 

Figure 3 shows our second-pass search procedure. Hy-
potheses are evaluated with equation (1) and extended in 
the right-to-left direction using first-pass scores on the 
word lattice nodes as heuristics, like in the A* search. 
However, the hypotheses extension is done in the 
breadth-first manner, and the hypotheses are pruned by 
limiting the stack size, like in a regular time-synchronous 
beam search. In our search, recognition results are not 
always optimal because of the hypotheses pruning. But, 
they are certainly obtained for any input utterances. Fur-
thermore, to increase the efficiency of the search, the 
heuristics can be weighted to make them closer to the real 
score of the second-pass search. This algorithm is based 
on the beam search method using heuristics which is de-
scribed in [8]. 

4. 2. Score Based Pruning 

In addition to hypotheses number based pruning, score 
threshold based pruning is also carried out. Hypotheses 
number based pruning is carried out only after each 
hypothesis extension finishes. On the other hand, score 
threshold based pruning is carried out at every frame 
(every Viterbi calculation step on the HMM state). In 

other words, these two pruning techniques are comple-
mentary, and together, they increase the efficiency of the 
hypotheses pruning.  

The score based pruning mechanism is shown in Figure 
4. During the second-pass search, the maximum sec-
ond-pass scores of each frame are stored to make the 
maximum second-pass score envelope. The pruning 
threshold score envelope is generated whose values stay 
fixed below the maximum second-pass score of each 
frame. Then, for each frame, the hypotheses whose scores 
are lower than the threshold set by the pruning score en-
velope are pruned. To do this pruning efficiently, the 
shortest hypothesis on the stack is extended first (short-
est-first search). By extending the hypotheses in the 
shortest-first manner, the length of each hypothesis be-
comes nearly equal (see Figure 3), and the pruning 
threshold score envelope can be accurately estimated, like 
in a regular time-synchronous beam search. 

4. 3. Word Boundary Time Lag 

Because the models used in the second-pass search are 
usually more accurate than those used in the first-pass 
search, the word boundary times stored on the word lat-
tice nodes (in Figure 5, 1� and 2� ) are not always best for 
the second-pass search. If the second-pass hypotheses 
assign word boundaries according to the word lattice, 
those scores would be estimated to be lower than the ac-
tual values. 

To improve hypothesis score accuracy in the sec-
ond-pass, we consider the word boundary time lag be-
tween the first-pass and the second-pass search and set 
free boundary intervals of a few frame widths on both 
sides of the boundary times of the word lattice nodes. The 
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Figure 2: A* search procedure. 
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Figure 3: Proposed search procedure. 



second-pass hypotheses can assign word boundaries 
anywhere within these intervals. In Figure 5, the word 
boundary time between word 1 and 2 moves from 1� to 3� , 
and the one between word 2 and 3 moves from 2� to 4� . 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To evaluate our method, we carried out 20k-word 
Japanese broadcast news speech recognition experiments. 

5. 1. Conditions 

We prepared monophone and triphone HMMs, trained 
by using about 6,700 utterances that had been collected 
from TV broadcast news programs. The monophone 
HMMs had 120 states, and each state had 16 continuous 
density Gaussian mixture components. The triphone 
HMMs had 2,000 shared-states, and each state had 8 con-
tinuous density Gaussian mixture components. Sampling 
frequency was 16 kHz, frame length was 30 msec, and 
frame period was 10 msec. The feature vector consisted of 
12 Mel-scaled FFT-based cepstrum (MFCC) coefficients, 
logarithmic power, and their first and second derivatives. 
The total number of parameters for each vector was 39.  

We also prepared word bigram and trigram models, 

trained by using about 500,000 TV broadcast news 
manuscripts. 

The evaluation set consisted of 50 clean utterances by 5 
male speakers from TV broadcast news (1,800 words and 
12 sec average length). Its perplexity was 105.8 when 
using word bigram, and 57.0 when using word trigram. 
The out-of-vocabulary rate was 0.6%. 

The basic recognition system was VoiceRex, which was  
developed at NTT Cyber Space Labs [9]. The experiments 
were carried out on a Sun Ultra Enterprise 450 (UltraS-
PARC-II 296 MHz) workstation. 

The word accuracy of the first-pass search was 90.49%. 

5. 2. Effect of Pruning 

First, we examined the effect of hypotheses number 
based and score threshold based pruning. Here, we did not 
consider the word boundary time lag described in section 
4.3. We used four pairs of pruning thresholds and meas-
ured their average processing times for the second-pass 
search and their word accuracies.  

The results are shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows that the 
two pruning methods contribute to the efficiency of the 
second-pass search. 

5. 3. Effect of Word Boundary Time Lag 

Next, we examined the effect of the word boundary 
time lag. From the results of the previous section, we de-
cided to keep the number of hypotheses under 250 and to 
use score threshold based pruning. We used the word 
boundary intervals of from 0 msec to 50 msec in width 
(from 0 frames to 5 frames).  

The results are shown in Table 2. Table 2 shows that, as 
a result of including the word boundary time lag, the rec-
ognition accuracies have slightly improved with no in-
crease in processing time. In this case, the recognition 
accuracy was most improved when the interval width was 
20 msec. 
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Figure 4: Score threshold based pruning. 

Figure 5: Word boundary time lag. 

Table 1: Effect of pruning. 

Table 2: Effect of word boundary time lag. 



5. 4. Comparison of Three Methods  

Finally, we compared our method with the N-best res-
coring and A* search methods. For the N-best rescoring 
experiment, � was set to 300. Because the pure A* 
search described in section 3.1 caused a stack size explo-
sion, we had to employ some kind of pruning technique. 
We chose the hypotheses number based and score thresh-
old based pruning, that is the same pruning techniques as 
in our method. The word boundary time lag was also 
taken into account. We set various pruning thresholds 
including the thresholds given in section 5.2. 

The results are shown in Figure 6 and in Table 3. In 
Figure 6, the horizontal axis represents the average proc-
essing time for the second-pass search, and the vertical 
axis represents the word accuracy. The best performances 
of the three second-pass search methods are shown in 
Table 3. Figure 6 and Table 3 collectively show that our 
method is more accurate and more efficient than the other 
two second-pass search methods. In the A* search, the 
accuracy and efficiency of the search greatly depends on 
the quality of the input utterance (or the heuristics). On 
the other hand, the accuracy and efficiency of our method 
does not depend on the quality of the input utterance, and 
recognition results were obtained certainly for any input 
utterances. 

6. SUMMARY 

We have described the time-asynchronous shortest-first 
second-pass beam search for the two-pass search strategy. 

This search has two novel features: a time-asynchronous 
beam search mechanism using heuristics that are scores 
on the word lattice nodes and a strict pruning scheme by 
shortest-first hypothesis extension. Moreover, to take the 
word boundary time lag between the first-pass and the 
second-pass search into account, the search uses a free 
word boundary interval of a few frame widths. The results 
of the 20k-word Japanese broadcast news recognition 
experiments show that our search method is more accu-
rate and more efficient than either the N-best rescoring or 
A* search methods. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of the three methods. 
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